An extension to ALGOL is proposed for adding new data types and operators to the language. Definitions may occur in any block heading and terminate with the block. They are an integral part of the program and are not fixed in the language. Even the behavior of existing operators may be redefined. The processing of text containing defined contexts fealures a "replacement rule" that eliminates unnecessary iterations and temporary storage. Examples of definition sets are given for real and complex malrices, complex r~umbers, file processing, and list manipulation.
for the tr~mslcctors thag map AI, c~or~ programs into machine code, either ! An impl(.meni:~tion of the techniques described in this p~per sho~Ll(t be possible within the general framework of any As(~oI~ 60 translator. Analogous techniques can obviously be given for other algebraic languages.
A set of definitions assigns a syntax to the abovementioned four syntactic units and defines, much as ALreid 60 and ALC~OL C lure defined, the syntax of a language called A:~(~or~ D. Thus there are many ALGOL D's. In order to give each an interi?retation, the technique developed here gives a reduction of any of them to one fixed language, A~,c~oL C. The scope of definition of an ALGOL D is dynamically controlled by block boundaries in the following way.
The definiIi(ms occur only in a (block head) ~ and fix the four variable syntax m~its for the block having that heading, i.e., define an ALGOL 1) over that (block).
On exit from a (block), the syntax of the four variable synt~x units reverts to that which was in effect on entry to the (b!()ck), i.e., a reversion to a previous ALGOL D. The interaction of new definitions with those in effect on (block) entry is described in Section 3. It will be seen that only one ALCOL D is in effect, i.e., defined, at any one time in the processing of ~ program.
The 'me,st imporlant fealure of lhe 5nplementation described here is that both the number of iterations and the amount of temporary storage needed for intermediate results in the evaluation of expressions are drastically reduced by lhe use of a replacement rule which avoids any unnecessary introduction into the code of iterations and "workspace"
arrays. This is particularly important with arrays, for example, and is difficult to achieve when working with collections of individual (proeedure)s. As a simple example of this saving of temporary storage, consider the ALGOL code to compute
A := (B+C) --? (D+E),
where A, B, C, D, and E are n × n matrices. It is not unreasonable to write: but it would be better by far to produce automatically:
begin integer i, j; for i := 1 step 1 until n do for j := I step 1 until n do
A [i,j] := (B[i,j] + C[i,j]) + (D[i,j] + Eli,j]) end
Throughout this paper the ( } notation, such as in (block head}, is used to assign a technical intent to the brackebed words "block head", i.e., as one of a set of legal strings (not (string}s) defined by the syntax precisely as in ALGOL 60.
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In Section 2 ALe;eL C is described by listing its differences from 2~.LGOi, 60. Tile syntax common to all ALGOL D's is described in Section 3, which concentrates primarily on the new constructions needed to write definitions. The discussion of syntax is followed by a description of the process to be carried out oil each of the new construelions and the generation of a new ALGOL D from the results of this processing. The process, when applied to the definitions of Figure 1 , generates the syntax of (arithmetic expression), (Boolean expression), and (assignment statement) of AI,GOL C. Once a new AL(~OL D is gener ated, tim process of determining tile "legal" expressions in this language is discussed. Section 4 is concerned with the processing of declarations and text, once an ALGOl:, D has been defined. A "replacement rule" is given which reduces ALGOL D text to ALGOL C text. In Section 5 several examples are given of definition sets: matrix arithmetic, tile processing, art(1 list, processing. In the matrix set, tile strateg;v for obtaining a useful set of definitions is presented, as well as the detailed ~Lpplication of all of the major features of this paper. Section 6 deals with the generalization possible with sets of definitions. Deftnitions for complex arithmetic are introduced, leading to a combined set of definitions for complex and real matrix arithmetic.
Description of ALGOL C
ALGOL C coincides with ALCOL 60 (revised) [11 except for the following:
(1) Addition of operators for conversion between location and value:
(a) A unary operator with integer result:
lee of x where x is a (procedure identifier), (variable), or (array identifier).
(b) Two binary operators whose left operand is a (type} or is missing, implying real, and whose right operand is an integer expression: ~ (type} ve of x (type) pic of :c
The value loc of x will always be a positive integer and may be interpreted as tile index of z in a vector consisting of some segment of storage. The right operands of the other three operators must always be positive integers, situ'e they are intended to apply to values whi(,h could be produced by lee of. In each ease, (type) is to be interpreted as if it had appeared in a declaration with a (variable), (array identifier), or (procedure identifier>. Note t;hat, for example, ( 2) The addition of (structured expressioa}: It will be required of ALGOL C that (arithmetic expression}s and (Boolean expression}s be able to have an array of values. Accordingly, the value of a function designator may need to be an array of values, also The value assigned to a (program expression) is the value on exit from that (program expression} of a variable r which oc(',urs in it. In each (program expression) Q there must be exactly one occurrence of the variable r exterior to any other (program expression} contained in Q. This occurrence may be subscripted and must be tile only variable in the (leR part list) of an (assignment statement}. An (enumerated expression) is a one-dimensional array consisting of the values in the corresponding (list of expressions}. It is understood here that expressions which occur in a (bound pair list) are evMuated just prior to the entry to the (procedure), i.e., not at (block) entry time. The symbols 0) and J~, while optional, are to be con.sidered implicit; i,e,, they are inserted by the ALcOoI~ C processor if they are ornitted. When an (assignment statement} occurs which involves array-valued components, the "effective number of subscript positions" must be the same on both sides of the (assignment statement). By this is meant the difference between the declared number of subscript positions and the number of explicitly written subscripts in this occur. 
Definitions in ALGOL D
Even though we have indicated that there will be many ALGOL D's, they are actually almost identical, the exception being the definitions of the five syntax units In a (block) any (current context operator) occurring in a (basic context} must have already been defined either by appearing as a (new operator) in an earlier (new operator declaration) or by being an (arithmetic operator), (relational operator}, or (logical operator} of ALGOL C.
Naturally, it is not intended that the (string) appearing in a (context definition) be amorphous. As will be dear in Section 4, it is a form which, after certain specific editing operations are performed, must be "legal" text for some ALGOL D. In addition, there may appear in the (string) the following:
(i) A single pair of matching boldfaced parentheses such that ( is immediately preceded by a (result type}, and an assignment to a subscripted r contained between the matching boldfaced parentheses. (As will be seen, this structure will have disappeared before the (string) is processed with an ALGOL D syntax.)
(ii) An asterisk (*) preceding some occurrences of variables. A variable declared to be of a (new type) has two (type)s associated with it: its (new type} in ALGOL D and its ALGOL C (type} derived from the expansion of its (primitive representation}, described in detail later in this section. The programmer may indicate
In this paper the leading character (u) representing the blank will be suppressed where no ambiguity can be possible, i.e., where the (boldface symbol} does not resemble any ALGOl, 0 basic symbol.
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in a col,text dof]aiti(m (i.e., iu tile (string)) by preceding timt OC('I/Ft'CllCC t))" flit ;ts{erlsk.
]"urtherl~K)l'o; dofi~fltions nmv uot ('t)tt{aitt oft'tot definitiOltS; i.e., lie stl'tlctttros of the! forln (llevc s3u~tax element) may occur xvithin the (st rink'), (This is a recognized limit ation which could be elimiuatcd at the expeuse of some extI'a complexity iu tile perforHlalK'e Of the replftcement rule of ~ection -I.)
Set. names and formal ptu'ameters may appear :in (conCext definition)s. As will be seen below, set names are replaced by their set elemetxes during the initial processing of the (context definition) and are not present in the tables which are constructed as a result of this processing, l:onnal parameters, on the other hand, remain as part of the (string) and are replaced by (actual pammeter)s later during processing of the following text. Example: a The reh~tion of an ALOOL D to AL6OI, C can now be made dear.
Upon entry to a block, two tables are assumed to exist: (1) a type table, and (2) The contents c)f the two tables determine a syntax for each of (type), (assignment statement), (arithmetic expression), and (Boolean expression), These, together with the eornmon syntax of all ALooi, D's, yield the syntax of the ALC;OL D which is in f'orco throughout the processing of the (now syntax list, of the (block) just entered. When the (b!oek) is entered, copies of these two tables are made, and the (new syntax list) of the new {block) may alter these copies. A~ intuitive deseription of the processing of the (new syt~tax list) is gfve~ her(,; more precise details are found in AppeIldL~ A.
(Set definitior0s are used to generate copies of' other (new syntax element)s. Each generated copy contains a different repre:<entative from Ihe set chosen ir~ all possible ways, except that each. time t:l~e same represent~tive replaces a partiettlar set nanw throughout the (new sy,tax element).
A (primit, ive representa{iol~? causes sJ, n entry to be rnad(~ in the t3/pe table. These are later used to a, lloe. ntent)s and expressioi~s, since il~ is always necessary Do determiu.e the (context) in whM~ a~ Ol)ei':i{{}r occurs before ()tie earl replace it with "code." (This is iirue evett for AL~;ot, C, since there usually are quite difTereng "code" dofhlitions for real :r/ real ~/, real m / i n t e g e r .It, integer ;c / real 7/, and integer :r/integer ~/.) Iti a (context definition) a {result type) is given as tile {type) of the value of the expression represented by the {coatext}, and the associated {stri~ig) is the "delild.tioi¢' of the (context), i.e., text lo replace an occurrence of the (context) during the reduction of AL{iOL D texi into Ai,ooI, C text.
(When no (string) is present, recognition of' the {context) in a piece of text induces no change in the text.) The (string) need not be itself in the AL6OL C language; it merely reduces the At(SOL I ) t e x t to somethhG "eloser" to ALOOL C . . here may be {eontext)s in ihe {:string) which will need replacement by other (string)s ia turn.
During the processing of tbte (new Siyllt~l.X list) in a (block head), any (context definition)s tlmt are el~coun-tered are entered into a line of the context table determined by the relative precedence of the {eontext}'s principal operator alllOllg the set; of (uurreni context operator)s, i.e., among those operators which tlave appeared in AL6Or, C or in (new operator deularation)s. As indicaled below, wheIl the last deelaralioil in the {ilew syntax list) has beeii ex~miined, the two modifid tables define the syntax of the four varit~ble synt~;x entities which is to remain fit force for the duration of the current block. A possibly t~ew AI,¢o~ D has beeu defined. Finally, on exit from this block, the tables are reconstituted as they were on entry, and ~he At.Gel, D in effect on entw to the block is reit,s~ituted as the current A~aoL D.
Appendix B describes in detail how to generate the set of "legal" A,,Go,. D expressions and (assignment statement}s from ~he type and context tables. In general, these expressions and (assignment statement}s are just what one would expect to obeain h'om adding new operators to ALGOL C. They are generated by listing first those (eon- We assume the existence of an outermost block supplied by the "environment," which contains the definition set for Ai,oor, C. This is given in Figure 1 .
4.
Reduction of an ALGOL D Program to an
ALGOl, C Program
Since the syntax of an ALGOL D program is that of AL¢OL C with the exception of (arithmetic expression), (Boolean expression}, (assignment sta,tement}, (block head}, and (type}, an ALGOL D program can be parsed by the syntax analyzer of ALGOL C, except for these five syntax units. For each of these units let L. be the set of legal strings in AL(mL X. To each D there corresponds an analyzer AD which has the property that: if o E LD then A,(p) is either the null string, or A~(p) C Lc. We now give the algorithm by which AD(p) is produced.
The processing in (block head) of (new syntax list) has been described (in Section 3) and no ALaOL C text is produced from this processing. Following the parsing of (new syntax list), the ALGOL D for the current block is completely defined. The processing of (deelaration}s and (specification part)s in (procedure deelaration}s by ALGOT~ C is interrupted only by the necessity of analyzing (type}s, when Av replaces an occurrence of an (actual type) by its (representation} as given in the type table (with suitable formd-actual parameter replacement). Since an ALGOL D is defined, any text p of one of these three kinds can be parsed using the context tables for that ALGOL D. This parsing yields a tree representation for p. The terminals are identifiers and/or constants, and the nodes are operators and delimiters, such as b, +, ®, and instances of (for clause}s. The tree has (!ither zero, one, two, or three branches TM emanating from any node. Furthermore, each node and terminal element is labelled with a (type). (Similarly, any (context) in the context table can be parsed into a tree (called a "context tree") whose terminals are (context typed identifier)s.) The labelling process is applied after the tree is constructed strictly from the precedence relationships. Then starting from the bottom of the tree (i.e., the terminal nodes), one constructs 7 Note that this entry will replace one of those generated by the line above. s This is intended to apply to lists enclosed in parentheses or brackets occurring in expressions. Commas not within parentheses (so-called "zero-level commas") will be recognized by the ALGOL C syntax analyzer, as in: for i := 1 step 1 until j--l, j+l step 1 until n g The operator arg may be regarded as inserted automatically by the ALGOL D processor after each occurrence of (t) and ,~, after each comma in a list occurring in ann expression, and at the beginning of an (enumerated expression). It may be ignored most of the time, but can be useful if one wishes to redefine the treatment of arguments. 10 The conditional expression will be represented as a single node with three branches labelled if, then, and else, respectively. (1) Parse o into a tree wifi:L labelled nodes, as described above.
(2) Select a sub[fee for which a m a t c h i n g c o n t e x t exists in the eoutext Utble. Since each (eontex'~ definition) thus invoked is written e]os(r to AL(;OL C, reto provide a (string) which is " *" pealed substitutions such as are described in steps (2) to (4) everwu:ally lead to the desired AD(p).
It: is understood that just as the ALGOL C syntax analyzer :must call upon appropriate ALGOl D analyzers to handle ALOOL I) constructions, so must the latter call up.on the ALe;eL C analyzer when they encounter ALGOL C construe[ions, such as (i)rogran:t) constructions occurring as part of (program expression)s. It is assumed here that the ALTOS, C analyzer produces a tree:, also, so that tee net result is one tree.
Although care must be taken in the details of "matchm g trees with (context)s, the, rule given in Appendix C would be rm:t(:h sin~pIer if :it were not also concerned with avoiding the introduction of unnecessary iterations and te:nxporary storage alk)caUons. As an example of the tech- uiqm ~tsed for ibis, s~q)tx>e ilml t},' l~xt being processed :l,t, s e i n e s t a g e iS: Roughly speaking, this amounts to moving the " c o n t e x t " in which the {progrant expression} occurs inside it to act in the same way as the "context" of the computation which produces the value of the (program expression). A more dramatic example of temporary storage occurs i~l See[ion 5. It should be understood that there are two rather independent steps being taken here: (i) the selection e t a subtree and its straightforward replacement by another subtree. from the context table, attd (ii) a rearrangement of the resulting tree in an attempt to optimize something; ill this case, the amount of temporary storage to be allocated (see [41). (The rule given in Appendix (? is actually described as carrying Otl.t step (ii) on the result of th.e previous step (i), but this is a question of initialization and is irrelevant here.)
There fire many possible strt~tegies in both steps (i) and (ii), espeeially since one can choose other optimization criteria. The most obvious alternative is to minimize computation time instead of temporary storage. This inevitably leads to the allocation of more temporary storage, since computation time is redueed by saving p~m tint results to avoid computing ULem several times. The rule in Appendix C for step (i) is essentially a "top-down" strategy which starts at the top of the tree whenever it is looking for the next subtree to process. The referee of this paper has suggested an excellent alternative b~sed on a "bottom-up" strategy, tIis rule tends to minirnize computation time, but it often leads to more temporary stof age.
An example where the minimization of computation time would be clearly more important than minimization o[ temporary storage occurs when a function or procedure must be evaluated as part of the (lefinition {strip,g), e.g,, to obtain the inverse of a matrix. [:[ere one would gladly pay tt, e pries of temporarily saving the results o( t;lm fu action evaluation, rather than eomt)ute thenl lllatly tin tee, The important lesson ;here is that one should have av~i/-able not only a variety of definitions, but a variety of 210 Communications of the ACM Volume 10 / 4 / April, 1967 subs{iitutio~ and tree-rear:l'angement strategies. Certainly, much work remains to be d o~e in studying the effects of different, choices here.
Examples of Definition Sets 1. A MAT.~IX ARITHe~'IETIC DEFINITION SET
As an example of the development of a definition set, we consider the definitions necessary to allow arithmetic expressions and assignment statements involving rectangular matrices. The set is developed in stages, as follows:
I. The (primitive representation) is given: (1) This selb of (context definition}s does not provide a correct ALGOL C program when ,,~ matrix appears on both sides of the := symbol, and on the right side in a context other than as the leftmost factor in a product,. For example, A := B := A X B X C would give incorrect results for A andB, but A := A X B X C would work correctly.
It is interesting to note that definition (5) This would eliminate the allocation of the temporary storage for t, but some elements would be computed several times in some expressions.
An example of the use of this definition set is:
A straightforward ALGOL C program for this computation would be: This program requires only 2n+2 locations for temporary storage, but it takes more time. Should one wish to produce the faster code, definitions could be written to generate the full temporary storage required. The key deftnitions would reflect a "bottom-up" syntax analysis. Figures 2-13 show some of the transitional states of the tree for the seeond expansion above. Numbers in parentheses refer to definitions invoked. Definitions which do not contain a (string), and therefore do not affect the tree (such as (12) and all of those in Figure 1) are not mentioned. A terminal node marked with an asterisk ( ) is now labelled with an ALGOL C (type), according to the role of the asterisk in the (context definition). It is assumed here that A is stored by rows.
LIST DEFINITION SET
The following set of definitions is based on the Lisp [5] primitives. The basic Line predicates "atom" and ~4 The use of the parameter j here (and the use of a parameter with the new (type} op in the next example), illustrates the reason for the provision of parameters. This is the way other identifiem, expressions, and attributes can be associated with a particulgr identifier because it has a certain (type}.
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Communications of the ACM Context definitions (11) through (14) provide an efficient rule for sequencing through a composition of operations on lists, each one of which operates only on atoms to produce atoms or even lists. The procedure E is organized so that as each atom of data is encountered the remaining operators in the composition are applied to it. Thus the lists are not totally decomposed and composed for each successive operator. In a (declaration) such as op(H) h, the (actual parameter) H represents the (procedure) to be used to apply h to a list. The lists are assumed to be nonrecursive, in the sense that no list is a sublist of itseIf.
The block containing these list definitions must also contain the procedure E: Suppose we ]~ve a definition set for some application, e.g., the arithmetic of reals. We wish now to construct a collection for nil arithmetic which generalizes real arithmetic, e.g., complex m'ithmetic. We know that the field of real rmmbers can be mapped isomorphieally into the fidd of complex numbers, and this provides a clue to one method of programming definitions:
(i) Give a (primitive representation)for a complex number.
(ii) Assume all reals ~re mapped into their corresponding complex representations.
(iii) Give the arithmetic as a set of definitions whose (context)s involve only complex quantities.
(iv) The definitions involve manipulations of complex numbers in terms of their (primitive representation)s, i.e., as ALGOL C reals.
(v) Define a predicate to determine whether any complex number is in fact real, so that x > y can be given its real interpretation when x and y arc real, and so on.
This approach has the virtue of simplicity. However, in applications where much of the arithmetic and/or the data is reai, a grotesque inefficiency of execution time and storage use can occur. So this simple method is inappropriate for programming.
Alternatively, define not only complex arithmetic but mixed arithmetic. Any identifier may now be declared to be either complex or real. Such a definition set is: TABLE I. TYPE TABLE AND INITIAL PART  OF CONTEXT TABLE   TYPE TABLE: real Note that the number of contexts required is of the order of the square of those needed by the first approach. However, since (identifier)s of both types are permissible, better use of the computer will result. Figure 14 shows the type table and the initial part of the context table after the initial ALGOL C definitions and these complex arithmetic definitions have been processed. Suppose now that both the real and complex sets are available, and we wish to develop a collection for real and complex matrix arithmetic. Again several choices are open, as follows.
We now construct from each set Gi, i => O, the set f,;~ and the set G~+~ • A language ALGOL D~ is then obtained by using the type tables and the (arithmetic expression}s, (Boolean expression}s, and {assignment statement}s of E~, together with the common syntax of all ALGOL D's.
Select a (type} from the type table. Select any (context definition} Q in G~ which has tile form: P := .y (string) where P is a {context} and "r is the selected {result type}. If Q is from the expression context table, replace each of the unsubseripted (context typed identifier}s ,8 in P by either (a) an {identifier} or constant of that (type); or (b) a (context} from a {context definition} Q' in U~ whose (result type} is the {type} of ~, and which comes front the expression context table. The (context) may optionally be enclosed in parentheses; and it must be enclosed in parentheses if it comes front a lower line in the table than the line corresponding to the operator just above ¢~ in the tree, or if it comes from the same line and ,8 is the right operand of a binary {context), or if the operator just above `8 is then and Q' has an if-then-else context. It is also possible to replace ~ by a subscripted ALGO~ D~ {structured expression} having the same (type}. Each subscripted (context Vped identifier} 5 in P is to be replaced either by an identifier or an ALGOL D~ {structured expression}, of the corresponding {type}.
If Q is from the assignment context table, its (left side} is to be replaced by (a) a (left part list} whose variables are of the same (type), or (b) the variable r possibly subscripted. The right (context} is treated as an expression {eontexl~}; if it is simply a (context typed identifier} it may also be replaced by an ALGOL D~ {structured expression} of the corresponding (type}.
Suceessive replacements continue until no typed identifiers remain in the expansion of P, at which point the result, is put in E+ corresponding to type ~. The set of all elements in E~ is obtained by applying the above rule to all (type}s, declared variables, and Q and Q' in U4 in all possible ways.
Suppose now that a subset G~ of S has been constructed, along with its expressions and/or (assignment statement)s E~. The set G~+~ is obtained as the union of G~ with those (eontext}s from S -G~ whose <string}s are legal in ALOO~ D~. Let N be the smallest integer greater than or equal to 0 such that G~ = G~+~. Then E~ is the set of "legal" A~oI, D expressions and/or {assignment statement)s. As art example, the {Gd (not the {E~} !) are given for the matrix definition set of Section 5: Go = {all (context definition}s of Figure 1} U {(6), (12), (13), In this case, S -Ga is empty, so there are no unusable (eontext}s.
